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Submitted by Mike Gaspert
Paddlers: Dave (Organizer, Leader), Martin (Co-leader), Anita, Arny, Bruce, Jim, Pete,
Sue, Glenys and Greg; and Dawn and Mike.
Gympie – MacKay
We met at the Matilda Service station south of Gympie to form a convoy of three
vehicles, each with two kayaks on the roof plus Dave towing a trailer. The group
looked forward in anticipation of an adventure of a life time in the idyllic Whitsundays.
We were well prepared after completing sea kayak training earlier in the year and after
completing a two night camping trial run, paddling on the Noosa River over-nighting at
Fig Tree and Camp Three campsites.

Jim’s GPS Track of our Whitsunday Adventure
Dave pre-booked three rooms in a motel at MacKay for twelve people. Humm
interesting! Personal habits, individual quirks, flatulence and snoring set the group
dynamics for the rest of the trip. In the morning, the girls experienced a Reader’s
Digest Mere Male moment when a MM performed his bicycle limbering up exercises
lying on his bed. Girls did comment they wished he had worn longer pants.
MacKay - Shute Harbour
Left Mackay early as Dave wanted to be on the water by 0900 hours to catch the out
going tide. After first stopping for breakfast and fuel, we arrived at Shute Harbour
under clear skies, unloaded, packed the kayaks with tents, clothes, food for five or more
days and ten litres of water per person. Anita and Sue collected their hired double
kayak and the process was uneventful, with everyone helping each other as the need
arose.
Shute Harbour – Joe’s Beach, Whitsunday Island
Eleven heavily laden kayaks with twelve POBs left Shute Harbour on time and we were
flushed out of the bay by the outgoing tide. The group headed southeast paddling across

the northerly flowing current on a clear day with little breeze and minimum swell.
Although the heading was southeast our track was across the channel and in good time
we found ourselves skirting the southern shore of South Molle Island. We paddled
close to the shore taking in the scenery and made our way to Denman Island where we
stopped for morning tea, placing our kayaks onto a rocky coral festoon beach. While
we rested Martin and Dave tried to lighten their load by giving away iced banana cake
and fruitcake, respectively. After much pleading Martin won out and placed an empty
banana cake container in his kayak after convincing many to take a second or third
helping.
The second leg of journey took us across open waters between South Molle and
Whitsunday Islands. While Whitsunday Island dominated the horizon, we also had
clear views of Cid, Dent and Hamilton Islands. Surprisingly the group was reasonably
disciplined and kept together for most of the journey. The group regathered at the
south of Cid Island and paused before entering Cid Harbour, a body of water forming a
natural harbour between Cid and Whitsunday Islands. It was a short distance from there
to our first destination, Joe’s Beach campsite on the west side of Whitsunday Island.
We beached the kayaks at low tide and the boys helped to carry the fully laden kayaks
some 30 metres across the sand and coral flats onto the beach above the high tide mark.
Dave commented that this leg of the trip “concerned him the most” and he was happy
to have it completed uneventfully.

Jim and Mike resting at Joe’s Beach
The campsite was adequate but just coped to handle 12 people. We found suitable sites
to erect our tents and Arny decided to camp on the beach next to his kayak. Bruce was
able to completely erect his tent, as this time he had the support stays, unlike at Noosa
during the trial run where he just had the tent after taking it from the kids unchecked.
With happy hour and dinner dispatched before the setting sun, we retired when all
traces of the sun was gone and in the eerie blackness we rested to the sound of lapping
water encroaching ever closer to our stranded kayaks, confident that Arny would raise
the alarm should anything untoward occur during the night.

Unpacking at Joe’s Beach (Arny and tent, Dave, Sue, Pete)
Joe’s Beach – Curlew Beach. Macona Inlet, Hook Island
In the morning the gang got ready to paddle the next leg of our adventure. Dave
advised that we could paddle individually to explore the waterways of Whitsunday
Island National Park leaving Joe’s Beach campsite at high tide, but stipulated we had to
regroup no later than 3pm prior to crossing over Hook Passage. Paddlers left in pairs or
small groups to meander north, exploring Cid Harbour, a well renown anchorage for
yachts.

Glenys and Greg cruising to rendezvous point
Dawn, Mike and Bruce paddled together past some moored yachts that originated from
exotic places and passed several idyllic campsites that stirred the imagination. Passed
Sawmill Creek campsite with its creek and waterfall and then passed Dugong Beach
campsite which appeared as a tropical paradise with its sandy beach and numerous
palms leaning over the sand trying to stitch together the sky and water. We stopped for
lunch on a small beach and tried to spot other distant paddlers as they navigated their
way to the rendezvous point. Jim was observed investigating every facet of the island
with Arny in accompaniment.

Anita taking in the scenery
After lunch we paddled out of Cid Harbour and travelled north with Whitsunday Island
on our right, passing rocky shores, beaches and mangrove outcrops. As we approached
ever nearer to Hook Island we encountered some of our paddlers waiting on a coral
beach well ahead of time. There we gradually regrouped waiting for stragglers by
snoozing on nearby rocks, having afternoon tea, or as for more adventurous souls
searching for oysters to devour. Once again, Dave was trying to unload his fruitcake.

Regrouping prior to crossing Hooks Passage
Dave wanted the group to paddle from Whitsunday to Hook Island precisely at the turn
of low tide when the water was slack, as he wanted to avoid being caught in the fierce
riptides that scour through Hooks Passage - a narrow funnel of water separating Hook
and Whitsunday Islands. Given the sense of urgency the group wasted no time in
crossing the passage and headed straight to our next overnight rest stop, Curlew Beach
campsite.
Again, we beached the kayaks at low tide and the boys helped to carry the fully laden
kayaks some 30 metres across the flats onto the beach above the high tide mark. Dave
commented that this leg of the trip “concerned him the most” and he was pleased to

have it behind him. The campsite was more spacious and everyone found a suitable tent
site. Arny again tented next to his kayak and the girls sought some solitude by camping
at the end of the beach near some boulders that provided some privacy. Anita and Sue
commented that they were able to have a wash using “their bladders” instead of the
usual salt-water dip. As we were on the western side of the inlet the afternoon shade
and dieing daylight brought an early end to the day.
Curlew Beach – Steen’s Beach, Hook Island
After being woken by warm rays entering our tents and greeting a glorious sunrise, we
left reasonably early to paddle around the spit and into Nara Inlet where we landed the
kayaks on a sandy beach at 8am, just on the east side of the inlet entrance. Dave
indicated that we needed to wait until 10am for the tide to reach the high mark so we
could paddle with the ebb tide to our next campsite.
Some stayed and rested while others took the opportunity to paddle up the sound to
view what Nara Inlet had to offer. This body of water is famous as a great anchorage
for yachts and there were plenty of evidence with yacht names and dates painted or
scratched onto rock cliffs and many boulders throughout the inlet, complemented by
several yachts at anchor in the well sheltered area. Dawn and Mike searched in vain for
“UNDARA” which was Dawn’s brother’s boat when he sailed the Whitsundays in the
1970s. Near the end of the inlet a marked track led to Aboriginal cave paintings, but the
landing area was steep, rocky and uninviting at high tide. As the time drew near the
adventurous paddlers returned to the beach to regroup and prepare for the next leg.

Pete photographing rock formation in Nara Inlet
Dave and Martin who had paddled these waters previously briefed the group prior to
leaving. They advised that rounding the point there was some risk of capsizing and
Martin who would lead the group, advised he wanted all paddlers to stay at least 100m
from the shore. If a paddler travelled too close and capsized there was a good chance
of being washed onto the rocks before completing a recovery manoeuvre. Dave
summarised the recovery technique and suggested other paddlers collect floating items
that usually find their way out of a capsized kayak. At this point Greg pulled his
hammer out of his cockpit and stowed it in the day hatch. We all nodded with
approval.

The group started off in calm waters with a SE breeze. As we crossed the mouth of the
inlet in a westerly direction the SE swell and wind started to increase in size and the
closer we reached the other side the choppier the waters became. The swell bounced off
the shore and combined with the incoming half metre swell to form standing wave
chops of about a metre hitting the kayaks abeam. The outgoing waters from the inlet
mixed with the waters trying to go north forming eddies which soon became vexatious
vortexes which on entry tossed the bow one way, only to grab the stern on exit and
wrench the kayak the other way. Without warning the group was girt by confused,
capricious water determined to claim a victim. Several waves broke and dumped side
on. The chop jumped like a handful of sand particles on a drum dancing to the beat of
the wind and tide. The girls in the double kayak took it in their stride screaming with
glee like kids on a roller coaster ride in a fair ground, while others gritted their teeth
determined to stay upright and paddle through the challenge. Martin was the first to
round the spit and entered calm water with other paddlers crossing the clear
demarcation perimeter of foam and flotsam that separated calm from confused water.
As the paddlers paused to regroup Glenys commented that “we were just
MAYTAGged1”, obviously a nautical technical term based on her and Greg’s 14 years
experience of sailing twice around the globe.
Chalk and cheese! The next segment of our paddle was perfect. Running with the tide,
swell and pushed by 10-15kt winds directly from astern, the group cruised for the next
60 minutes to our destination. Every kayak that had sails had them up and even those
without sails, some held their paddles vertical to catch the fair winds. Everyone was
relaxed and enjoyed the effortless paddle heading direct for Hayman Island with the
shoreline of Hook Island swiftly slipping past on our right side. We passed Langford
Reef, which appeared on our left as a low-lying coral sand mesa and entered the narrow
passage between Hayman and Hook Islands. We immediately rounded a rocky spit to
land at Steen’s Beach campsite on the north shore of Hook Island. This segment of the
trip concerned Dave the most and he was pleased to have it behind him.

Martin in full flight assisted with wind, swell and tide

1

MAYTAG manufacturer of washing machines in USA

We beached the kayaks on the ebbing tide and as we emptied the contents, the sea
steadily receded highlighting the four metre plus tide range. Once tents were set, the
kayaks were moved above the high tide mark. Although the campsite was more
expansive and prettier than the previous two sites Arny tented, as usual, on the beach
next to his kayak.

Steen’s Beach campsite
Once the domestic chores were completed we assembled on the coral sand sitting or
lying among the kayaks to enjoy happy hour and to witness the sun setting behind
Hayman Island. With wine glass and other social lubricants in hand, tall and true tales
flowed easily with humorous jokes slipped in to punctuate the stories as we watched the
saffron glow turn to crimson, then deeper red, and deeper still into purple and plum,
and then the sky was black salted by resort lights on the opposing island and by the
Milky Way asserting its dominance over our star long gone. Arny “loooves his kayak”
was the reply to the question why he always camped on the beach.

Sun setting behind Hayman Island

Maureen Cove Excursion

The next day was just like the last – glorious; with the added benefit that there was no
need to decamp! Jim had all the maps, fact sheets and detailed information about the
area, to gauge the best probability of finding a source of fresh water to see if we could
replenish what we had used. Martin left first searching for fresh water in Butterfly Bay.
Sometime later we leisurely grouped together and headed towards Butterfly Bay and
Maureen Cove. We paddled close to shore in the shadow of tall cliffs and marvelled at
how trees clung to the sheer sides of rock faces. Calm sea was clear and sighting of
turtles was not a rare occurrence.

Anita and Bruce on the way to Butterfly Bay

Dawn entering Butterfly Bay
We meandered our way into Butterfly Bay and met up with Martin who was still on the
search for fresh water, while Dave struck up a conversation with a group of yachties.
We paddled the perimeter of the bay passing mangrove groves, rock outcrops and
beaches and made our way to Maureen Cove where we stopped and spent some time
snorkelling. The variety and colour of coral outcrops and the coral fish life surrounding
the dive location were exceptional. Dave commented his new water proof shoes were
great; they did not let any water out.

Arny entering creek at Maureen Cove site
Maureen Cove site was positioned high above the coral debris deposited in a series of
massive dunes by storms long gone. We gathered around two picnic tables in the shade
of several Pandanus trees and had morning tea. Behind the campsite a dry creek bed
was investigated by Mike. After walking some distance inland over dry rock beds and
fallen trees, the dry creek snaked up into the hills where the sound of trickling water
could be heard. Climbing large boulders little pools of sweet fresh water could be found
surrounded by moss laden shrubbery and covered in clouds of butterflies. Later, Martin
and Anita also went to refill their water containers and Anita excitingly claimed the
area was like a scene from the movie “Avatar”. On our return to Steen’s Beach, others
ventured to Langford Reef to continue their snorkelling adventure. Afternoon domestic
activities were focused on having an early night and completing some pre-packing as
Dave wanted to leave before daybreak to ride the incoming tide to our next destination.

Martin, Sue, Dave and Jim on Langford Reef (Vessel “Solway Lass” in
background)

Steen’s Beach – Paddle Bay, South Molle Island
At 4am the quietness was broken by watch alarms emanating through the campsite,
soon followed by flickering lights from “miners” head lamps. The modern free
standing tent is easily cleaned by lifting, inverting and shaking the sand out of the tent.
However, Greg had difficulty accomplishing this feat with Glenys still in the tent. Greg
wished someone would invent the disposable tent. In the early morning twilight the
troop was ready standing in formation on the beach by their kayaks waiting for daylight
and the word to go.
With the sun just about to herald in a new day we were on our way, rounding the point
into a mild head wind and swell. Paddled beside Hook Island for a ways before we
changed course and headed for the north point of North Molle Island, far in the distance
across open waters. It was a steady slog and we could feel ourselves being pushed
sideways by the incoming tide as we tried to cross the body of water. We finally made
land fall on a coral beach located at the southern end of North Molle Island. Pete had
his handheld GPS and for the technically minded, “Pete” travelled 19.7 km, in 2 hours
and 40 minutes for an average speed of 7.3 km/hr and at one point he reached a max
speed of 11 km/hr.
On the coral beach the group perched for a well earned rest on the crest of the highest
coral dune like a flock of birds on a wire. Dave came out with a second container of
fruit cake, cut in quarter scale house brick blocks which were eaten with eagerness,
much to Dave’s delight to have finally unloaded his cargo. Looking back at Hayman
and Hook Islands we all had a sense of accomplishment after crossing our longest leg
of the trip. Dave was indeed happy to have that concern behind him.

Perched on coral dune for morning tea on North Molle Island
From here we paddled through the channel between Mid Molle and North Molle
Islands heading for our next campsite. Some skirted the channel via North Molle Island
while others attacked it head-on. Fighting against the swift flowing riptide was no
mean feat and eventually the game paddlers overcame the current and entered the next
bay on the western side of Mid Molle Island. A short distance later we reached our
destination, Paddle Bay campsite, on the northern tip of South Molle Island - a stones
throw away from the under utilised South Molle Island Tourist Resort.

After landing, we had time for lunch, to set up tents and fill the afternoon with leisurely
activities. Some ventured on the walking track to the peak of South Molle for a
panoramic 360 degree view of the Whitsundays; others walked across the sand spit at
low tide and investigated Mid Molle Island, or swam and snorkelled in the nearby
waters.

View of Shute Harbour from Lamond Hill, South Molle Island
Amongst the tents and shrubbery, a pair of Curlews with their long legs, long slender
beak and variegated brown and buff plumage; gingerly walked in the tall grass. They
stopped and posed for the cameras, un-phased by human activity around them. Arny
chopped up a coconut and after drinking the milk offered around pieces of raw coconut
to try. Being a mild laxative, eating small pieces of white coconut flesh was in order.
As evening approached a sombre mood developed over the group as we realised our
fun filled fantastic adventure was coming to an end.

Mr and Mrs Curlew residents of Paddle Bay campsite

Sombre moment as our trip and day come to an end
Paddle Bay – Shute Harbour
Cuuuuur-looooo screech, pause, chuckle, chuckle, chuckle; awoke Mike and Dawn at
1245am at arm’s length from our ears on the other side of the tent fabric. Another
screech followed by a series of muffled deep throated chuckles, like restrained
snickering “hehehe gotchya”. We lay there wide awake waiting for the next onslaught
when the bird slowly walked away with sound of feet crunching on the dry coral fading
into the distance.

“Last Supper” Paddle Bay (Greg, Glenys, Sue and Arny)
“Did you hear the Curlews last night” was the topic of conversation over breakfast as
we packed and prepared our kayaks for the final leg. With the incoming tide, Dave
instructed we should aim for the southern tip of Daydream Island and then paddle to the
north side of Shute Harbour entrance. This was accomplished in a fashion with the
group spreading out as some set sail to catch the SE breeze while others paddled. Arny
was well in front paddling with some urgency and was never headed. Once the body of
water was crossed we paused to regroup and Dave suggested we enter Shute Harbour as
a group, however, Arny was well inside the harbour by then, probably preparing to take

group photos as we paddled in. The incoming tide and breeze effortlessly brought us to
the beach beside the wharf where we first left five days earlier.

On our way to Shute Harbour, south of Daydream Island
Airlie Beach - Rockhampton - Gympie
After packing up and placing the kayaks in transit mode, we drove to Airlie Beach to
find a place to eat a hearty meal. Parked the cars near Airlie Beach Lagoon and found
our way to a corner café opposite a tourist bill board urging visitors to sample the 74
islands of the Whitsunday Group. There we ordered meals that undid all the good work
and we were quickly on our way to finding those “lost” kilos.
We drove to Rockhampton and stayed over night in cabins at a caravan park and the
next day travelled to the Matilda Service station past Gympie. Dave was heartily
congratulated for a well planned and conducted trip. Sadly, due to future planned
ventures currently in work, it was unlikely he would organise another group trip of this
complexity for some time, and if he did it would probably be limited to no more than 6
paddlers. Needless to say we all put our hands up for the next trip. We hugged and
thanked each other for the companionship, friendship and laughs and so ended one
amazing paddling trip. For this group “Adventure before Dementia” seems appropriate.

